The symptoms of major psychotic illness are diverse and vary widely across individuals. Furthermore, the prepsychotic phase is indistinct, providing little indication of the precise pattern of symptoms that may subsequently emerge. Likewise, although in some individuals who have affected family members the occurrence of disease may be predicted, the specific symptom profile may not. An important question, therefore, is whether predictive physiological markers of symptom expression can be identified. We conducted a placebocontrolled, within-subjects study in healthy individuals to investigate whether individual variability in baseline physiology, as assessed using functional magnetic resonance imaging, predicted psychosis elicited by the psychotomimetic drug ketamine and whether physiological change under drug reproduced those reported in patients. Here we show that brain responses to cognitive task demands under placebo predict the expression of psychotic phenomena after drug administration. Frontothalamic responses to a working memory task were associated with the tendency of subjects to experience negative symptoms under ketamine. Bilateral frontal responses to an attention task were also predictive of negative symptoms. Frontotemporal activations during language processing tasks were predictive of thought disorder and auditory illusory experiences. A subpsychotic dose of ketamine administered during a second scanning session resulted in increased basal ganglia and thalamic activation during the working memory task, paralleling previous reports in patients with schizophrenia. These results demonstrate precise and predictive brain markers for individual profiles of vulnerability to drug-induced psychosis.
Introduction
Symptoms of schizophrenia may be principally understandable in terms of a dysfunction of primary cognitive processes. Auditory hallucinations, for example, may occur as a failure of selfmonitoring of internal verbal processing and consequent misattribution to an external source (Frith, 1992) . Similarly, delusional beliefs may represent attempts to rationalize inappropriate associations, constructed on the basis of aberrant salience in the environment (Kapur, 2003) . Expression of these symptoms varies considerably within the clinical population, suggesting that patients may differ in an inherent vulnerability to specific symptoms. Individual variability in cognitive functioning and associated physiological processes may therefore provide early markers of susceptibility to symptoms that occur when such processes become compromised. Here, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine whether patterns of physiological response to specific cognitive challenges confer a vulnerability to associated symptoms.
We used a drug model of psychosis to relate presymptomatic physiology to symptom outcome. Ketamine induces transient psychotic symptoms in healthy volunteers (Krystal et al., 1994) and exacerbates existing symptoms in patients (Lahti et al., 1995) . Cognitive dysfunction similar to that observed in patients is also reported (Morgan and Curran, 2006) . Psychotic symptoms under ketamine are therefore associated with disruption of cognitive processes and brain mechanisms putatively involved in schizophrenia.
We assessed brain responses, separately under placebo and ketamine treatments, in healthy volunteers across four cognitive challenges, each theoretically related to a symptom of psychosis. Two of the tasks (verbal working memory and attention) are associated with negative symptoms, which may result from social and cognitive disengagement attributable to reduced processing capacity of prefrontal cortex (Silver and Feldman, 2005) , leading to difficulties in concentration and maintaining task set (Nuechterlein et al., 1986) . We predicted that prefrontal activity during the attention and working memory tasks would be associated with vulnerability to negative symptoms under ketamine.
A failure to monitor "inner speech" may provide a mechanism leading to auditory hallucinations, whereby self-generated speech is misattributed externally (Frith, 1992 ). Comparing ver-bal self-monitoring (imagining speech spoken by another person) with inner speech (minimal self-monitoring) increases prefrontal and temporal cortex activation in patients with auditory hallucinations (McGuire et al., 1995) . Ketamine produces auditory illusory experiences similar to the heightened auditory and visual awareness described by patients during the prodromal phase (McGhie and Chapman, 1961) , and it has been suggested that these contribute to the development of hallucinations (Chapman, 1966) . We predicted that prefrontal and temporal cortex activation during a self-monitoring task would be associated with vulnerability to the auditory illusory experiences under ketamine.
Finally, a sentence completion task was used to engage brain regions associated with semantic processing. Thought disorder involves difficulty in constraining semantic threads of language, making speech disjointed and chaotic (Kerns and Berenbaum, 2002) , as also observed under ketamine (Adler et al., 1999) . In patients, the requirement to generate an appropriate semantic response to complete a sentence is associated with increased activation of left frontal and temporal cortex (Kircher et al., 2001) . We predicted that frontotemporal responses to a sentence completion task would predict vulnerability to thought disorder induced by ketamine.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Fifteen healthy, right-handed volunteers (eight male) with a mean Ϯ SD age of 29 Ϯ 7 years and a mean Ϯ SD predicted full scale intelligence quotient of 113 Ϯ 4 [as indexed by the National Adult Reading Test (Nelson, 1982) ] were recruited from the local community by advertisement. Exclusion criteria included a history of psychiatric or physical illness (particularly cardiovascular or neurological disorders), head injury, any history of drug or alcohol dependence, as well as contraindications for fMRI scanning. The study was approved by the Cambridge Local Research and Ethics Committee. Written informed consent was given by all subjects.
Experimental design
For the experimental design, see Figure 1 .
Cognitive tasks
Working memory (n-back) . Letters were individually presented for 0.5 s, with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 2.5 s; targets were repetitions of letters presented n trials previously; load ranged from zero to three trials and were presented as 43 s blocks, consisting of 14 trials and a 1 s condition instruction (Fig. 2) . Each condition was presented four times in pseudorandom order. Lure trials (repetitions that did not correspond with the current condition) discouraged simple visual matching. Subjects responded on all trials, indicating target identification by right middle finger button press, and nontrials with right index finger.
Attention (continuous performance test). The task has been fully described previously (Honey et al., 2005) . Briefly, 28 stimuli (even numerals) were presented for 42 ms each (958 ms ISI) over a period of 30 s and were either degraded (40% pixel inversion) or undegraded. Subjects were required to indicate the presentation of an infrequently presented target (number 0, presented pseudorandomly on 25% of trials); no response was required to nontargets. Each 30 s condition was repeated five times. Visual baseline conditions consisting of noise pixels, in which no digits were shown, matched the luminance of task conditions, and no response was required.
Sentence completion and verbal self-monitoring tasks. The two language tasks were presented in a 2 ϫ 2 factorial design. Sentences were presented, half of which were complete, and half had the final word replaced by an underscore. Completed sentences were read subvocally ("READ" condition) or for incomplete sentences ("GENERATE" condition), subjects were required to read the sentence and generate a word that appropriately completed a meaningful sentence. Subjects were required to press a button with their right index finger to indicate task completion. The predicted mean increase in reaction time for the GENERATE compared with READ condition served to indicate that subjects were appropriately engaged in the task.
To engage verbal self-monitoring, for both complete and incomplete sentences described above, subjects were required to subvocalize the sentence in either their own voice or one of two robotic voices. Before the study, samples of the two robotic voices were played to subjects, using example sentences not used in the experiment, to familiarize subjects with the robotic voices and to practice subvocally reproducing the voices until confident in doing this. The two voices were played to the subject again immediately before beginning the task in the scanner. To provide an overt behavioral indicator that subjects were performing the self- Figure 1 . Experimental design across two visits. Subjects received either a low-dose infusion of ketamine (100 ng/ml plasma) or placebo while they performed a series of cognitive tasks in the scanner.
2 Data from the associative learning task has been described previously (Corlett et al., 2006) . Racemic ketamine (1 mg/ml) was administered by bolus and continuous target controlled infusion using a computerized pump using the pharmacokinetic parameters of a three-compartment model described by Domino et al. (1982) . On completion of fMRI scanning, subjects were removed from the scanner into an adjacent clinical observation room, and the ketamine dose was either increased to 200 ng/ml or subjects continued to receive placebo. Subjects then underwent a series of clinical interviews to evaluate and quantify experience of psychotic phenomenology.
1 The order of visits was counterbalanced across subjects. Drug and placebo visits for each subject were spaced by at least 1 month.
monitoring task appropriately, we used two robotic voices with slow or fast rates of speech production. The robotic voices were further distinguished as male and female computerized voices. Subjects were expected to take longer to reproduce the sentence in the slow-speaking robotic voice and therefore show longer reaction times (as measured by the button press to indicate completion of the task) than when reproducing the fast-speaking voice or when using their own voice. We used this reaction time difference as a measure to indicate that subjects were appropriately engaged in the self-monitoring task. Half of the sample heard a fast-speaking male robotic voice and a slow female voice, and this was reversed for the other half of the sample. Two hundred twenty-five sentences were selected from a normative database (Bloom and Fischler, 1980) . Of the 329 sentences in this database, 104 with a probability of Ͼ0.8 for a given response were discarded, to avoid the task being insufficiently demanding on semantic generation. An additional 75 sentences were constructed de novo by the authors, producing 300 sentences in total. To minimize the potentially confounding effects of differences between sentences (e.g., imagibility, syntactic complexity, etc.), sentences were randomized across drug and task conditions and over subjects.
Sentences were grouped in blocks of five sentences. Before each block, an instruction was presented for 1 s, indicating whether the subject should read/complete the sentence in either their own voice ("YOUR VOICE" presented on screen), the male ("MALE ROBOT" presented on screen), or the female robotic voice ("FEMALE ROBOT" presented). Each block consisted of either five complete sentences or five incomplete sentences. Sentences were presented for 7 s each, and subjects were required to press a button after each trial to indicate completion of the task. Twenty-four blocks were presented, with four repetitions of each of the six conditions (read/complete sentence in own voice/male robotic voice/ female robotic voice).
Clinical interview
Symptoms during the ketamine infusion were evaluated using the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (Ventura et al., 1993) , the Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History (CASH) (Andreasen et al., 1992) , and the Clinician Administered Dissociative States Scale (CADSS) . Interviews were video recorded and rated jointly by two experienced psychiatrists. Negative symptom scores were identified on the basis of summed scores for three key BPRS items, blunted affect, emotional withdrawal, and motor retardation, based on their reliability and validity (Thiemann et al., 1987) and as reported in similar previous studies (Krystal et al., , 1999 . Thought disorder was assessed by a combined score of items from the CASH (derailment, tangentiality, incoherence, illogicality, circumstantiality, pressure of speech, distractible speech) and BPRS (unusual thought content, conceptual disorganization). Auditory illusory experiences were rated subjectively using responses to the item from the CADSS: "Do sounds almost disappear or become much stronger than you would have expected?" This relates to our proposition, outlined previously, that perceptual changes described in the prodromal phase (McGhie and Chapman, 1961 ) (for which acute ketamine is likely to be a more appropriate model than in relation to chronic illness) may be precursory to symptom development (Chapman, 1966) . Clinical ratings were compared across drug and placebo conditions using paired t tests.
Behavioral data analysis
Reaction time (RT) and target detection (dЈ) were compared across the four levels of load using a one-way ANOVA for the n-back task and using paired t tests for the degraded versus undegraded conditions for the continuous performance test (CPT). Paired t tests were used to test for the expected increase in latency for sentence completion compared with sentence reading and to compare the expected increased latency in reproducing the slow robotic voice compared with reading in the subject's own voice.
fMRI data acquisition fMRI data were acquired using a Bruker MedSpec 30/100 operating at 3 tesla. Gradient-echo echo planar T2*-weighted images depicting blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast were acquired from 21 noncontiguous near axial planes: repetition time, 1.1 s; echo time, 27.5 ms; flip angle, 66°; in-plane resolution, 3.1 ϫ 3.1 mm; matrix size, 64 ϫ 64; field of view, 20 ϫ 20 cm; bandwidth, 100 kHz. A total of 640 volumes per subject were acquired (21 slices each of 4 mm thickness, interslice gap of 1 mm). The first six volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects, leaving 634 volumes.
fMRI data analysis SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) was used to analyze the fMRI data using statistical parametric mapping. Images were realigned, spatially normalized to a standard template, and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (8 mm). The time series in each session were high-pass filtered (to a maximum of 1 ⁄120 Hz), and serial autocorrelations were estimated using an autoregressive (1) model.
Modeling BOLD responses. Blocks of stimuli were modeled using a boxcar function incorporating a delay appropriate to the hemodynamic response. This function was used as a covariate in a general linear model to generate a parameter estimate for each voxel for the contrasts listed below in reference to the control condition. Individuals' contrast images, derived from the pairwise comparisons between task blocks and the corresponding control task, were then entered into a second-level group analysis using an ANOVA model with nonsphericity correction, to permit inference about the effects of task, treating intersubject variability as a random effect.
Type I error control. To maximize sensitivity but minimize the risk of type I error, we confined the critical analyses to a number of regions of interest (ROIs) using anatomical masking software (Maldjian et al., 2003) , based on reported regional activation in previous related studies. For the working memory task, analyses were constrained to the lateral prefrontal cortex (including inferior and middle frontal gyri), parietal cortex, basal ganglia, and thalamus on the basis of increased activity being consistently reported in previous data (for review, see Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000). For the attention task, we selected a cortico-striato-cerebello-thalamic network that we have shown previously to be responsive to this task (Honey et al., 2005) . Cortical regions included anterior cingulate and lateral prefrontal cortex. For the sentence completion task, a bilateral fronto-temporoparietal cortical ROI was constructed based on a similar previous study (Kircher et al., 2001) . In all cases, the activations occurring in these volumes of interest were thresholded at a false discovery rate (FDR) of p Ͻ 0.05 (Genovese et al., 2002) .
Planned comparisons. The linear combinations of parameter estimates for each contrast described below were stored as separate images for each subject. These contrast images were entered into a second-level one-sample t test. (1) For working memory, contrast images for all working memory load conditions were compared with the 0-back control task. To examine the effect of working memory load, a contrast image was computed on the basis of a linear weighting of each of the four conditions (0-back to 3-back). (2) For attention, contrast images for the two task conditions (degraded and undegraded stimuli) were compared with the visual baseline condition. To examine the effect of stimulus degradation, the two task conditions were compared, each contrasted to a baseline condition matched for luminosity. (3) For verbal self-monitoring, self-monitoring conditions (fast/slow robot combined) were compared with the inner speech condition. (4) For sentence completion, the word generation condition was contrasted to the sentence reading condition.
Effects of low-dose ketamine on task-specific activation. The linear combinations of parameter estimates for each contrast above were stored as separate images for each subject. These contrast images were entered into a second-level one-sample t test to permit inferences about condition effects within the placebo group, treating intersubject variability as a random effect. Analysis of drug effects was conducted using a within-subjects repeatedmeasures ANOVA model (n-back task) or paired t tests for all other tasks involving only two conditions. All effects of interest were thresholded using the FDR at p Ͻ 0.05
Task-specific fMRI/symptom correlations. A regression model, including linear and quadratic terms, was applied separately to each of the contrast images above, incorporating symptom ratings under drug. That is, we identified regions in which the magnitude of response across individuals was significantly correlated with symptom scores under ketamine. All effects of interest were thresholded using the FDR at p Ͻ 0.05. To determine the degree of overlap between regions for which there was an effect of low-dose ketamine and those regions that under placebo correlated with symptom expression, we conducted the correlational analysis first masked by the task ϫ drug interaction analysis and separately, without this mask (to identify regions for which placeborelated activity was associated with symptom expression under high dose but for which there was no effect of drug at the low dose used). To determine the specificity of observed correlations between regional activation and symptom scores for each task, we used a step-forward multiple regression procedure, incorporating each of the symptom ratings and ketamine plasma values. The purpose of this was to identify whether the target symptom for each task was found to predict a significant amount of the variance of the regional activation and whether this model could be improved by the inclusion of other explanatory variables.
Task-independent correlations. To determine whether task-specific effects were independent, we compared regional activation across each of the four tasks. Using a series of inclusive masks, we constructed a map that identified regions that were significantly responsive under each of the task conditions compared with its corresponding baseline. For the Table 1 (Continuous performance test) for coordinates and model statistics. A, Task-related responses for the working memory task (combined across 1-, 2-, and 3-back conditions compared with 0-back baseline) under placebo are presented on maximum intensity projections from sagittal, coronal, and axial perspectives. B, Association with negative symptoms for three selected regions is superimposed on a representative T1-weighted image rendered into the same anatomical space and illustrated on a three-dimensional "glass brain." fMRI activity is thresholded at p Ͻ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate. Scatter plots showing the association between parameter estimates from the selected regions (I-III ) and negative symptom score are presented on the right. C, Effects of a subpsychotic dose of ketamine (100 ng/ml plasma) on brain activation during the working memory task.
regions identified, we calculated the correlation between fMRI response observed across each task to establish whether some subjects showed consistently increased activation in these regions, regardless of task.
Results
Clinical observations
The observed drug plasma level for the target of 200 ng/ml was 209.6 Ϯ 13 ng/ml (based on 14 of the 15 subjects, because we were unable to draw blood samples from one subject). Subjects experienced symptoms under ketamine that were qualitatively similar to those of schizophrenia, as confirmed by the symptom ratings measured using psychiatric rating scales. Ketamine produced significant increases in negative symptoms (t (13) ϭ Ϫ4.48, p ϭ 0.001), thought disorder (t (13) ϭ Ϫ3.71, p ϭ 0.003), and auditory illusions (t (13) ϭ Ϫ3.46, p ϭ 0.004). Symptom patterns were variable in quality and severity across individuals, as expected, and were qualitatively similar to previous reports of perceptual disturbances in patients in the prodromal phase of the illness.
Behavioral results
Data was unavailable for one subject because of malfunction of the recording equipment. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of load in the working memory task on both accuracy (dЈ) (F (3,39) ϭ 10.919, p Ͻ 0.001) and RT (F (3, 39) ϭ 41.543, p Ͻ 0.001). The effect of ketamine was not significant for accuracy (mean of 2.97 Ϯ 0.42 placebo; 2.97 Ϯ 0.39 ketamine; F (1,13) ϭ 0.0001, p ϭ 0.995) but was significant for reaction time (mean of 0.66 Ϯ 0.16 placebo; 0.73 Ϯ 0.16; ketamine; F (1,13) ϭ 14.267, p ϭ 0.002). The interaction between ketamine and working memory load was not significant for accuracy (F (3,39) ϭ 1.039, p ϭ 0.386) or reaction time (F (3,39) ϭ 1.437, p ϭ 0.247). Subjects less accurately rejected distractors [letters that were presented earlier in the block but not the precise number of trials back specified by the current condition, e.g., a 1-back repeat in the context of a 3-back task compared with nontargets as load increased (F (3,42) ϭ 16.405, p Ͻ 0.001)] and were slower to do so (F (3,39) ϭ 20.03, p Ͻ 0.001). Under ketamine, subjects were slower to reject distractors than under placebo (F (3,39) ϭ 5.528, p ϭ 0.003) but were not less accurate (F (3,39) ϭ 0.511, p ϭ 0.677).
The effect of stimulus degradation in the attention task was significant for accuracy (F (1,14) ϭ 13.952, p ϭ 0.002) and RT (F (1,14) ϭ 77.232, p Ͻ 0.0001). Subjects were slower under ketamine (mean of 0.38 Ϯ 0.03 placebo; 0.4 Ϯ 0.03 ketamine; F (1,14) ϭ 8.509, p ϭ 0.011) but were not less accurate (mean of 4.41 Ϯ 0.31 placebo; 4.28 Ϯ 0.27 ketamine; F (1,14) ϭ 1.635, p ϭ 0.222). There was no interaction between drug and stimulus degradation for accuracy (F (1,14) ϭ 0.145, p ϭ 0.709) or RT (F (1,14) ϭ 0.486, p ϭ 0.497).
Data from two subjects were unavailable for the language processing tasks attributable to technical error. Subjects' RTs were significantly slower for the sentence completion task when required to generate a word to complete a sentence compared with simply reading the sentence (F (1,12) ϭ 32.277, p Ͻ 0.0001), indicating that subjects were appropriately engaged in performance of the task. There was no effect of ketamine on this response (F (1,12) ϭ 0.305, p Ͻ 0.591).
For the self-monitoring task, there was a significant difference between RT for the sentences reproduced in the subjects' own voices and the fast/slow robotic voices (F (1,12) ϭ 42.745, p Ͻ 0.0001). Post hoc t tests showed that this was attributable to a significantly slower response for the slow robotic voice compared with both the fast robot (t (14) ϭ Ϫ6.26, p Ͻ 0.0001) and subjects' own voices (t (14) ϭ Ϫ9.29, p Ͻ 0.0001). This also demonstrated that subjects were appropriately engaged in the self-monitoring task. There was no effect of ketamine on this measure (F (1,12) ϭ 0.558, p Ͻ 0.579).
fMRI results
Working memory
For the combined n-back task relative to the 0-back baseline, a regression model incorporating linear and quadratic terms revealed a striking association between activation in left thalamus (r 2 ϭ 0.79), right putamen (r 2 ϭ 0.68), and bilateral foci in prefrontal cortex (right, r 2 ϭ 0.64; left, r 2 ϭ 0.71) under placebo and BPRS negative symptom scores under ketamine ( Fig. 3B ; Table 1 , Working memory).
Increased activation of basal ganglia and thalamus was observed after administration of the low dose of ketamine ( Fig. 3C ; Table 1 , Working memory). This effect was observed across working memory load conditions under ketamine, with some indication of a pronounced effect for the 2-back condition.
Continuous performance test
No association between cingulate activation (that showed increased activation for the degraded compared with the undegraded condition) and symptomatology was observed. For the combined task versus fixation baseline, a regression model incorporating linear and quadratic terms showed a strong association between task-related activation under placebo and negative symptoms in bilateral inferior frontal gyri (right, r 2 ϭ 0.37; left, r 2 ϭ 0.6) and right middle frontal gyrus (r 2 ϭ 0.37) (Fig. 4 B ; Table  1 , Continuous performance test). No effect of the low-dose treatment was observed at the selected threshold.
Sentence completion A significant positive association between activation under placebo in left middle (r 2 ϭ 0.38) and superior temporal (r 2 ϭ 0.29) and left inferior frontal gyri (r 2 ϭ 0.41) was observed with the severity of thought disorder (Fig. 5 B; Table 1 , Semantic processing). No effect of the low-dose treatment was observed at the selected threshold.
Verbal self-monitoring
We observed a positive correlation between activation of the left middle temporal gyrus (r 2 ϭ 0.3), anterior cingulate (r 2 ϭ 0.11), and right inferior frontal gyri (r 2 ϭ 0.73) under placebo with the degree of auditory illusions experienced after ketamine administration ( Fig. 6B ; Table 1 , Verbal self-monitoring). No effect of the low-dose treatment was observed at the selected threshold.
Task specificity
We examined the correlation of activation over subjects in the following seven regions, found to be coactivated across all tasks: anterior cingulate, left inferior frontal gyrus, left middle frontal gyrus, left inferior parietal cortex, left thalamus, and bilateral caudate. None of the pairwise correlations between regions were significant across tasks, indicating that the amplitude of subjects' regional response was indeed task dependent.
Symptom specificity
Each of the correlations between task-specific regional activity and predicted symptom was subjected to step-forward regression analysis incorporating all symptoms and ketamine plasma level. In each case, the model fit was not significantly improved by inclusion in the model of other symptoms or plasma ketamine levels.
Discussion
These findings show, first, that cognitive processes may be related to symptoms of drug-related psychosis via the identification of brain markers for task-specific activation. This study may contribute to a framework that unites theoretical models of cognitive deficits with symptoms characterizing schizophrenia. In this respect, there is a compelling consistency between the task/region/ symptom associations and those reported in schizophrenic patients. We also observed a ketamine-induced increase in working memory activation comparable with that reported in patients with schizophrenia, providing some support for the validity of the ketamine model. In relation to the associations observed between physiological responses to symptom-related cognitive processes under placebo and the expression of those symptoms under drug, it is worth noting that these associations do not of course imply any risk of disease onset in this sample of healthy volunteers. Rather, we are suggesting that individuals vary in their susceptibility to particular symptoms, whether these symptoms are exogenously induced by administration of a psychotomimetic drug, as in this study, or whether the symptoms occur endogenously as a result of a pathophysiological insult, as in patients with schizophrenia. This suggestion is supported by the colocalization of task/region/symptom associations observed in the present data with symptomrelated physiological abnormalities reported in patients. Because the patterns we observed were task/symptom specific, it is unlikely that our findings reflect any global or nonspecific effect such as individual variability in cerebrovascular dynamics or stress responsivity.
Negative symptoms were predicted by frontal responses to working memory and attentional tasks
Negative symptoms, such as social withdrawal, apathy, and unresponsiveness, are particularly disabling features of schizophrenia. Influential models implicate attention and working memory deficits in the disruption of goal-directed motivated behavior, manifesting clinically as negative symptoms (Nuechterlein et al., 1986) . The co-occurrence of these deficits (Barch and Carter, 1998) and their relationship to negative symptoms (Silver and Feldman, 2005) suggests a common mechanism. Here we show that increased response in frontal, thalamic, and caudate regions to a working memory task and increased frontal response to an attentional task predict increased vulnerability to negative symptoms under ketamine. It has been suggested that limbic projections to the cortex via the thalamus play a key role in motivated action and goal-directed behavior and that pathology of this system may contribute to negative symptoms not only in schizophrenia but also Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disease (Brown and Pluck, 2000) . Negative symptoms may therefore emerge when working memory and attention are compromised, rendering the subject unable to contend with ongoing demands within their environment, leading ultimately to disengagement and unresponsiveness. The current data indicate that individual differences in physiological efficiency in cortico-striato-thalamic loops may explain why vulnerability to this process is amplified in some subjects.
Thought disorder and auditory perceptual changes were predicted by frontal and temporal responses to language and monitoring tasks Thought disorder, an impairment in arranging and communicating thoughts, is also characteristic of schizophrenia. Models of thought disorder focus on a failure to use semantic information to constrain thought and language (Goldberg et al., 1998) , manifest clinically as impairments in semantic generation, as measured, for example, by semantic association and sentence completion tasks (Kuperberg et al., 1998) . Our sentence completion task required use of semantic information to constrain the selection of an appropriate word. The level of frontal and temporal activation during task performance was predictive of thought disorder experienced under ketamine. Schizophrenic patients with thought disorder show abnormal frontal and temporal response to this task compared with patients without thought disorder and healthy controls (Kircher et al., 2001) . Together, these findings suggest that frontotemporal activity during semantic processing could represent a vulnerability marker of this symptom in schizophrenia.
Patients with schizophrenia frequently experience auditory hallucinations, perhaps reflecting an inability to monitor the agency of inner speech (Frith, 1992) . The tendency to experience auditory illusory experiences under ketamine in this study was predicted by activity in medial and inferior frontal and left temporal regions during an auditory imagery task involving verbal self-monitoring (Fig. 6) . Frontotemporal deficits have been implicated in auditory hallucinations (Frith, 1996) and elicited when patients with hallucinations imagine another person's speech (McGuire et al., 1995) . The auditory perceptual changes under ketamine are compellingly similar to those reported during the earliest stages of schizophrenia (McGhie and Chapman, 1961) and may contribute to the development of symptoms (Chapman, 1966) : such changes could be a prelude to more severe disruptions of auditory processing that are experienced as hallucinations. The magnitude (McGuire et al., 1995) and integration (Lawrie et al., 2002) of frontal and temporal lobe response is abnormal in schizophrenic patients with auditory hallucinations. The association between frontotemporal activity during verbal self-monitoring and auditory perceptual changes under ketamine suggests that individual variability in frontotemporal function may confer a vulnerability to auditory hallucinations. 
Possible implications of task-and region-specific variability in individual responses
The association between regionally specific increases in brain response and subsequent drug-induced psychotic symptoms was observed in the absence of a behavioral advantage. That is, those subjects who showed increased task-related activation did so without any measurable increase in concurrent behavioral performance. This implies physiological inefficiency, because additional physiological expenditure was not manifest in improved performance. This may relate to the symptom-specific vulnerability observed and indeed parallels previous observations in patients with schizophrenia (Callicott et al., 2000) . It may also underpin the nonlinear pattern of brain response seen in such patients. Inefficiency may relate to symptom vulnerability, such that functioning in inefficient regions becomes compromised by drug challenge, leading to the emergence of symptoms related to these specific processes. The neurobiological underpinning of our observed relationship, however, is unclear. Genetic variability of the NMDA system, which has been identified as a susceptibility factor for schizophrenia (Coyle et al., 2003; Harrison and Law, 2006) , may be important. Blockade of NMDA receptors has been linked to the psychotomimetic effects of ketamine (Krystal et al., 1994; Tsai and Coyle, 2002) , and NMDA receptor occupancy predicts the degree to which an individual will experience ketamine-induced negative symptoms (Stone et al., 2008) . However, such variability is likely to be complex: NMDA receptor function may promote sustained neural activity (Castner and Williams, 2007) but also contribute to GABA-mediated collateral inhibition. One might speculate that task-related overactivation in a given individual reflects a downregulation of such inhibition, one that could portend a more profound effect on that cognitive system when that individual's NMDA function is subsequently compromised under ketamine. However, this is highly speculative, and the possibility is not addressed by our findings. Moreover, we cannot ignore interactions of NMDA with dopamine and GABA systems (Seamans and Yang, 2004) . Clearly, measurement of the BOLD response alone will elucidate individual variability in responses to specific tasks, but alternative approaches will be required to establish the neurobiological underpinnings of this variability.
The influence of ketamine on brain activations
In parallel with the above observations, we investigated the effects of a lower, subpsychotic dose of ketamine on brain responses to the tasks used. A significant effect of drug was only observed during the working memory task during which subjects showed increased activation of basal ganglia and thalamus under lowdose ketamine. This is strikingly similar to the observations of Manoach et al. (2000) who compared schizophrenic patients with healthy volunteers. The increased activation of basal ganglia and thalamus in these patients could be associated with attendant psychopathology but equally may reflect compensatory changes required to maintain task performance. That similar observations are evident in our data, in the absence of psychopathology, may support the latter. Practice-related decreases in basal ganglia and thalamic activation during working memory tasks and the involvement of these regions in the formation of arbitrary visuomotor associations and abstract rules has been suggested to reflect the automation of this aspect of performance (Landau et al., 2004) . Failure of this automation could therefore underlie increased responding of these regions under ketamine and perhaps in patients with schizophrenia.
We did not observe an effect of ketamine on fMRI response to the other three tasks in the study, and indeed the effect of the drug on behavioral performance was minimal across tasks. The lack of a physiological effect of ketamine on the attention and language tasks perhaps reflects the fact that these tasks were less challenging. In contrast to the working memory task, in which increased response times under drug may suggest use of compensatory responses, these may not have been required to maintain behavioral performance in these tasks. If the physiological changes observed under ketamine do indeed represent compensatory responses to aid task performance at the subpsychotic dose of the drug, then this may explain why fMRI response during the subpsychotic dose of ketamine was not directly related to symptom severity under the higher dose, because these effects do not necessarily pertain to the psychopathological features of the drug.
Conclusion
Our findings indicate a strong link between individual variability in brain responses and subsequent psychopathology. They may therefore provide a vulnerability marker to predict psychotic symptoms emerging due to drug or, potentially, due to schizophrenia. This perhaps raises the prospect of early intervention strategies targeted toward patients' individual patterns of symptom vulnerability.
